Supplies for beginning quilting class

We will be making a tied lap quilt measuring 48” x 60”.

You will need these supplies:

3/8 yd each of 8 different coordinated fabrics (quilting weight cotton or poly-cotton blend)
Choose a variety of patterns in both light and dark tones.

1 ¾ yd of 54-60” wide fabric for back of quilt

¾ yd of binding fabric

Yarn for tying plus a large darned needle

1 quilt batt size 48” x 60” (or close to this size)

Thread: one large spool white; one smaller spool to match the binding fabric.

Sharp quilting pins; pin cushion; scissors; seam ripper; marking pencil.

Bring your own machine if you like – there are also machines available in the classroom.

Also bring if you have already: rotary cutting mat, rotary ruler, and rotary cutter. (No need to purchase if you do not already own. I will have some to use in class.)

Preparation: Pre-shrink all fabrics. Unfold each piece of fabric. Wash in machine and dry in dryer. Refold with selvages together. Bring to first class. A tote or basket will be handy for carrying everything.